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Declaration of Independence
I Lara Horne, as an independent consultant compiled this audit report and declare that it correctly reflects
the findings made at the time of the audit. I further declare that: I act as the independent environmental consultant;
I declare that there are no circumstances that may compromise my objectivity in performing such
work;
I have expertise in conducting environmental audits, including knowledge of the Act, Regulations
and any guidelines that have relevance to the proposed activity;
I will comply with the Act, Regulations and all other applicable legislation, policies and guidelines;
I undertake to disclose to the client and the competent authority all material information in my
possession that reasonably has or may have the potential of influencing - any decision to be
taken with respect to the application by the competent authority; and - the objectivity of any
report, plan or document to be prepared by myself for submission to the competent authority and
Based on information provided to me by the project proponent, and in addition to information
obtained during the course of this audit, will present the results and conclusion within the
associated document to the best of my professional judgement.

Lara Horne (nee Crous)
Auditor
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

OVERVIEW

G & W Base and Industrial Minerals (Pty) Ltd owns the surface rights and has a New Order Mining Right
on the farm Strowan (Portion 2 of the farm Zyferfontein, Farm No. 249) on the northern outskirts of
Grahamstown, in the Albany district of the Eastern Cape. G & W Base will be ceding this licence to an
ESOP called Matsopa Minerals Pty Ltd which is 70% owned by G & W Base. The G&W Base operation
at Strowan mine has been in existence since October 1961. The average production over the last five
years has been approximately 17 000 tonnes per annum (tpa).
Regulation 34 of the NEMA EIA Regulations (GNR 326, 2017) states that a holder of an Environmental
Authorisation must ensure compliance to conditions contained therein and be regularly audited at a
frequency as stipulated therein or by the Department of Mineral Resources & Energy (DMRE). Following
from this, the approved Strowan Kaolin Quarry mining right is required to undergo regular auditing in
accordance with NEMA EIA Regulations. In addition, the holder of a mining right must ensure that a
review is undertaken of the requirements for (a) annual rehabilitation, as reflected in an annual
rehabilitation plan; (b) final rehabilitation, decommissioning and closure of the mining operations at the
end of the life of operations as reflected in a final rehabilitation, decommissioning and mine closure plan;
and (c) remediation of latent or residual environmental impacts. The holder of the mining right must, on
completion of this review, ensure that the adequacy of the financial provision is assessed and any
adjustments that need to be made to the financial provision are identified and updated annually. Frontier
Environmental Consulting was appointed by G & W Base to conduct an internal audit of compliance with
the Environmental Management Plan (EMP), the rehabilitation plan as well as determine the financial
provision required to satisfy the above mentioned regulations. This report presents the methodologies
and findings thereof.

1.2

DETAILS OF THE MINING RIGHT HOLDER

Mine Code: 10627
Mine Name: G & W BASE - STROWAN KAOLIN QUARRY
Commodity: KAOLIN
Type: OPENCAST
Owner: ZIMCO GROUP
Tel: (011) 878 0343
District: ALBANY
Province: EASTERN CAPE
Farm: STROWAN 5120
Postal: PO BOX 14052 WADEVILLE 1422

1.3

DETAILS OF THE AUDITOR

Ms Lara Horne (nee Crous) is a Principal Environmental Consultant with eight years’ experience
supervising as well as managing the environmental impact assessment process across a variety of
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projects (from wind farms to heavy mineral mining). Lara has extensive experience working with South
African environmental laws (particularly the National Environmental Management Act of 1998, the Mineral
and Petroleum Resources Development Act of 2002 and the National Water Act of 1998) as well as
ensuring ESHIA’s meets IFC compliance for international projects. Although experienced with projects
across all sectors, Lara’s strength is in the mining sector having managed, written and audited mining
EIA’s in South Africa as well as Mozambique. Her extensive knowledge on EIA regulations as well as the
application of these regulations resulted in being course co-ordinator as well as lecturer at the annual
“Introduction to Environmental Impact Assessment Procedures” course run by CES between 2014 and
2018 in collaboration with Rhodes University. Lara also lectured the EIA module to Rhodes University
Department of Environmental Science honours students as well as lectures the third year students on
environmental management systems between 2016 and 2018. Lara has also undertaken compliance
monitoring for compliance with environmental management plans for construction of a heavy mineral
mine in Mozambique as well as compliance for operational mines within South Africa.
Professional affiliation: South African Council for Natural Scientific Profession (SACNASP):
Environmental Scientist (100073/12)

1.4

SCOPE OF THE AUDIT

To carry out an independent compliance audit including:
❖ Inspection of operations and confirm compliance to the Mining Right.
❖ Verify the effectiveness of impact management and mitigation.
❖ Assess allocations of responsibilities and actions.
❖ Report observations for further investigation and action.
❖ Specifically state whether conditions are adhered to.
❖ Make recommendations where appropriate.
❖ Prepare an audit report for submission to the relevant authorities.
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METHODOLOGY
The following steps were taken to conduct the compliance audit:
❖ Compilation of and audit checklist for the site visit
❖ Site visit (20 October 2020)
❖ Interviews with Mine Manager, Richard Da Silva, Luke Kunneke and Leon Horn
❖ Document review (EMPr, onsite records, Rehabilitation Plan)
❖ Documentation of the audit findings
❖ Compilation and finalization of the audit report

2.1

RATING METHOD

The compliance status was defined as described in the Rating Scale provided in Table 2.1
Table 2.1: Rating Scale

Description

Rating
Compliant

Partial Compliance

Non-Compliance
N/A

2.2

The EMPr recommendation has been fulfilled. Compliance however needs to be
maintained.
A recommendation is found to meet the conditions of participation, with moderate
to few non-health, safety and environmental deficiencies and is able to receive a
temporary certification so long as the implementation of a corrective action plan is
achieved
The EMPr recommendation has not been fulfilled and steps must be put in place
to achieve the target.

Not Applicable is assigned to EA conditions which no longer occur, that do
not apply to current activities that may be incorrect and require amendment,
fall outside the audit period and/or are duplicates of existing conditions.

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The findings, conclusions and recommendations provided in this Audit Report are based on the Auditor’s
legal and professional knowledge and information made available to the auditor and observations made
during the site visit. Although due care and diligence has been exercised in rendering services and
preparing documents, no liability is accepted as a result of use of the information contained in this
document. In particular no liability is accepted for consequences should recommendations contained in
this report not be implemented. Even though every care is taken to ensure the accuracy of this report,
environmental assessment studies are limited in scope, time and budget. Frontier Environmental
Consulting can therefore not accept responsibility for conclusions drawn and mitigation measures
suggested in good faith based on own databases or on the information provided at the time of the
directive. This report should therefore be viewed and acted upon with these limitations in mind.

2.1

CONSULTATION PROCESS

The auditor consulted with neighbouring farmer Joanne Palmer and confirmed that she has not raised
any issues or complaints regarding the mining operations at Strowan mine.
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act (Act No. 28 of 2002) (MPRDA) Government
Notice Regulation (GNR) 527, regulation 55 thereof, requires the monitoring and performance
assessments of Environmental Management Programme Report (EMPR), which are now known as
Environmental Authorisations (EA), to assess the continued appropriateness and adequacy of the
EMPR/EA. The GNR 527 (55) requires the holder of the EA to:
• Conduct continuous monitoring;
• Conduct performance assessments;
• Compile and submit performance assessment reports (PAR) to the Department of Mineral
Resources (DMRE).
Regulations 55 (2) states that the frequency of PAR will either be specified in the approved EA, every
two years or as agreed to in writing by the Minister. Regulation 55(4) adds that the holder of the mining
right may appoint an independent competent person(s) to conduct a performance assessment and
compile a PAR.
The “One Environmental System” for mining came into existence in December 2014 initiating the
streamlining of the licensing processes for mining, environmental authorisations and water use. The
MPRDA was amended (No.49 of 2009) and aligned with the National Environmental Management Act
(No. 107 of 1998) as amended (NEMA). Section 39 – 42 relating to the EMPR development,
management, financial provisions etc. were repealed and Section 38 A and B were inserted. Section 38
B of the MPRDA states “an environmental management plan or environmental management programme
approved in terms of this Act before and at the time of the coming into effect of the National Environmental
Management Act, 1998 shall be deemed to have been approved and an environmental authorisation
been issued in terms of the National Environmental Management Act, 1998”. Therefore, as Matsopa
Minerals was in possession of an approved mining right at the time of the 2017 NEMA Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) Regulations (GNR 326, 2017) coming into effect, it is safely deduced that
Matsopa Minerals is in possession of an ‘Environmental Authorisation’ (EA) for the Strowan mine.

3.1 FINANCIAL PROVISIONING REGULATIONS, 2015
(Government Notice 991 in Government Gazette 41921 dated 21 September 2018).
As part of the “One Environmental System”, the requirements for financial provisioning for rehabilitation
in the mining sector were transferred from the MPRDA to the National Environmental Management Act
(NEMA) through the Financial Provisioning Regulations, as of November 2015. These regulations, which
are implemented by the Minister of Mineral Resources, regulate the manner in which holders and
applicants of various types of mining rights and permits must provide for and execute rehabilitation of the
environmental impacts from mining activities.
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3.1.1 Scope of financial provision (Regulation 5)
An applicant or holder of right or permit must make financial provision for—
(a) rehabilitation and remediation;
(b) decommissioning and closure activities at the end of prospecting, exploration, mining or production
operations; and
(c) remediation and management of latent or residual environmental impacts which may become
known in future, including the pumping and treatment of polluted or extraneous water.

3.1.2 Method for determining financial provision (Regulation 6)
An applicant must determine the financial provision through a detailed itemisation of all activities and
costs, calculated based on the actual costs of implementation of the measures required for—
(a) annual rehabilitation, as reflected in an annual rehabilitation plan;
(b) final rehabilitation, decommissioning and closure of the prospecting, exploration, mining or
production operations at the end of the life of operations, as reflected in a final rehabilitation,
decommissioning and mine closure plan; and
(c) remediation of latent or residual environmental impacts which may become known in the future,
including the pumping and treatment of polluted or extraneous water, as reflected in an environmental
risk assessment report.

3.1.3 Availability of financial provision (Regulation 7)
The applicant or holder of a right or permit must ensure that the financial provision is, at any given time,
equal to the sum of the actual costs of implementing the plans and report contemplated in regulation 6
and regulation 11(1) for a period of at least 10 years forthwith.

3.1.4 Review, assessment and adjustment of financial provision by the holder of a
right or permit (Regulation 11)
The results of the assessment of the adequacy of the financial provision including proof of payment or
arrangements to provide for any adjustments to the financial provision, must be—
(a) audited by an independent auditor;
(b) included in any environmental audit report required in terms of the Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations, 2014; and
(c) submitted by the holder of a right or permit for approval to the Minister responsible for mineral
resources, in the form of an auditor’s report, together with the plans and report contemplated in
subregulation 11, within three months of its financial year end; and annually thereafter.
Should the financial provision assessment indicate a shortfall in the financial provision, the holder of a
right or permit must increase the financial provision to meet the reviewed, assessed and audited financial
provision within 90 days from the date of signature on the auditor’s report and must provide proof of
increasing the financial provision to the Minister responsible for mineral resources;
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3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REGULATIONS (2014)
The National Environmental Management Act, 1998 and the 2014 EIA regulations, as amended states
the following in Section: 34.
(1) The holder of an environmental authorisation must, for the period during which the
environmental authorisation and EMPr, and where applicable the closure plan, remain valid:–
(a) ensure that the compliance with the conditions of the environmental authorisation
and the EMPr, and where applicable the closure plan is audited; and
(b) submit an environmental audit report to the relevant competent authority.
(2) The environmental audit report contemplated in sub-regulation (1) must:(a) be prepared by an independent person with the relevant environmental auditing
expertise;
(b) provide verifiable findings, in a structured and systematic manner on:(i) the level of performance against and compliance of an organization or project
with the provisions of the requisite environmental authorisation or EMPr and,
where applicable, the closure plan; and
(ii) the ability of the measures contained in the EMPr, and where applicable the
closure plan, to sufficiently provide for the avoidance, management and
mitigation of environmental impacts associated with the undertaking of the
activity;
(c) contain the information set out in Appendix 7; and
(d) be conducted and submitted to the competent authority at intervals as indicated in
the environmental authorisation.
(3) The environmental audit report contemplated in sub-regulation (1) must determine:(a) the ability of the EMPr, and where applicable the closure plan, to sufficiently provide
for the avoidance, management and mitigation of environmental impacts associated with
the undertaking of the activity on an on-going basis and to sufficiently provide for the
avoidance, management and mitigation of environmental impacts associated with the
closure of the facility; and
(b) the level of compliance with the provisions of environmental authorisation, EMPr and
where applicable the closure plan.
(4) Where the findings of the environmental audit report contemplated in subregulation (1)
indicate:(a) insufficient mitigation of environmental impacts associated with the undertaking of
the activity; or
(b) insufficient levels of compliance with the environmental authorisation or EMPr and,
where applicable the closure plan; The holder must, when submitting the environmental
audit report to the competent authority in terms of sub-regulation (1), submit
recommendations to amend the EMPr or closure plan in order to rectify the shortcomings
identified in the environmental audit report.
(5) When submitting recommendations in terms of sub-regulation (4), such recommendations
must have been subjected to a public participation process, which process has been agreed to
by the competent authority and was appropriate to bring the proposed amendment of the EMPr
and, where applicable the closure plan, to the attention of potential and registered interested and
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affected parties, including organs of state which have jurisdiction in respect of any aspect of the
relevant activity and the competent authority, for approval by the competent authority.
(6) Within 7 days of the date of submission of an environmental audit report to the competent
authority, the holder of an environmental authorisation must notify all potential and registered
interested and affected parties of the submission of that report, and make such report
immediately available:(a) to anyone on request; and
(b) on a publicly accessible website, where the holder has such a website.
(7) An environmental audit report must contain all information set out in Appendix 7 to these
Regulations.

3.2.1 Content of an Environmental Audit Report
(1) ) An environmental audit report prepared in terms of these Regulations must contain(a) details of(i) the independent person who prepared the environmental audit report; and
(ii) the expertise of independent person that compiled the environmental audit report;
(b) a declaration that the independent auditor is independent in a form as may be specified by the
competent authority;
(c) an indication of the scope of, and the purpose for which, the environmental audit report was
prepared;
(d) a description of the methodology adopted in preparing the environmental audit report;
(e) an indication of the ability of the EMPr, and where applicable, the closure plan to(i) sufficiently provide for the avoidance, management and mitigation of environmental impacts
associated with the undertaking of the activity on an on-going basis;
(ii) sufficiently provide for the avoidance, management and mitigation of environmental impacts
associated with the closure of the facility; and
(iii) ensure compliance with the provisions of environmental authorisation, EMPr, and where
applicable, the closure plan;
(f) a description of any assumptions made, and any uncertainties or gaps in knowledge;
(g) a description of any consultation process that was undertaken during the course of carrying out
the environmental audit report;
(h) a summary and copies of any comments that were received during any consultation process; and
(i) any other information requested by the competent authority.
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STATE OF MINING
4.1 MINING OVERVIEW
Kaolin has been shown to exist over the whole lease area (30ha), but some areas are deemed to be
unfeasible to mine. Based on the drilling information and a production rate of 17,000 tpa, the life of mine
is expected to be at least another 100 years. Currently only 13.23 ha of the lease area is/has been utilized
and would require rehabilitation should mining cease with immediate effect. The mine plan (Figure 4.1)
incorporates a strip mining method (pictures ‘A’ on Figure 4.1), mainly towards the North West, once the
kaolin has been excavated to the base of the ore body in the east and south. The quarry will then advance
from the east and south with the backfilling following in these directions. This should reduce the double
handling of waste material and reduce the area to be rehabilitated at final closure which will result in a
substantial reduction in the final costs associated with closure of the mine.
Clay from the blasting activities is stockpiled according to Grade (picture B on Figure 4.1) near the
administration building. Overburden material is stockpiled at one of the waste dumps, located on the edge
of the quarry (picture C on Figure 4.1). Overburden is also used to backfill the pit area (picture ‘D’ on
Figure 4.1). Topsoil is then added to the surface of the backfilled area (shaded green on Figure 1.1).
Backfilling of the mine pit is an ongoing process and occurs as and when overburden material is available.

4.2 CURRENT STATE OF MINING
Mining of Kaolin clay has continued at Strowan mine and closure of the mine is not foreseeable.
Rehabilitation of the benches have not commenced in accordance with the rehabilitation plan (CES 2019)
but this is not required at this stage as this area is still actively mined. Signs of water erosion are evident
along the benches as well as on the slope near the administration buildings (Figure 4.2)
It was suggested in the previous audit that large rocks (overburden from mining) which were currently
scattered around site are used to backfill the remaining void where possible. The use of these rocks will
also dissipate / slow stormwater flow. Some of these large rocks however, remain scattered in the centre
of the site (Figure 4.3).
The area in the centre of the mine site has been backfilled and levelled to an acceptable standard and
grass has re-established within this area. It was also interesting to note that grass as well as bush has
started to revegetate slopes within and just outside the area of mining and this should be encouraged.
Blasting last occurred in 2018.
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Map Legend

Viewing point for panoramic view

A
Waste dumps (topsoil + overburden)

Stockpiles (Kaolin + Kaolin waste)
Backfill area

B
Benched areas

D
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Figure 4.1: Mine area
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Figure 4.2: Erosion along slope near administration buildings

Figure 4.3: Large rocks should be used as backfill, dissipate flow to reduce
stormwater erosion
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PERFORMANCE AUDIT
5.1 AUDIT FINDINGS 2020
The Strowan site is considered to be operating in accordance with the EMPr. The full audit details are
included in Appendix A. This section is aimed at highlighting the identified non-compliances so G&W
Base can prioritise implementation of recommendations and rectification actions. Partial-compliances
which in the opinion of the auditor, warrant rectification have been included.

5.1.1 Non-Compliances
No non-compliant findings were identified by the auditor.

5.1.2 Partial Compliances
The following partial compliances were noted, please refer to Appendix A for full details.
Recommendation
Are all fuelling equipment inspected regularly
and all leaks repaired immediately?

Are there spill response procedures and suitable
spill response equipment available?

Have there been any hazardous spills on site?

Are appropriate processes in place for the
containment and clean-up of spills of a
hazardous nature?

Auditor Comments
Yes, inspection occurs regularly. The hose from
the diesel tank leaks when not in use and the
valve on the tank is not closed. A new hose is
in the process of being ordered.
There is only an emergency spill response
procedure. There is a spill kit container but
there are no spill kits available. Spills appear to
be cleaned up in a satisfactory manner but
there is no dedicated equipment nor procedure
for minor spills
Yes. Oil spill occurred onsite, about 2kg of
contaminated soil was placed in zip locked
bags. It is believed to have occurred a month
ago. No record of incident
Same comment as above

Is the silt collected in the silt traps periodically Silt traps were last cleared in December 2019.
One silt trap still needs to be cleaned out.
removed by the excavator?

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS:
❖ Replace the hose on the diesel tank
❖ Implement a spill response procedure for minor spills which includes reporting and recording of
all spill incidents
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❖ Clean out silt traps on annual basis and more frequently if necessary
❖ Implement the use of drip trays under Heavy Machinery Equipment (HME) whilst not in use.
❖ Waste segregation is occurring onsite but the disposal of recyclable waste at the Grahamstown
general landfill site should be avoided. Other options were provided to the mine manager during
the site visit.
❖ Consider adjusting the angle of benches (which will not be further disturbed by mining practices)
as per the below diagram

Figure 5.2: Proposed benching angle (source: CES 2019)
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FINANCIAL PROVISION
6.1 PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE THE QUANTUM FOR FINANCIAL
PROVISION
The procedure to determine the quantum for financial provision was aligned with the Guideline document
for the evaluation of the quantum of closure – related financial provision provided by a mine (Department
of Minerals and Energy, January 2005). This is an official guideline as contemplated in Regulation 54(1)
to the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 2002 (Act 28 of 2002). In order to account for
inflation, each costing has been increased by CPI per year since 2005 (Table 2).
This costing exercise involved undertaking the following steps:
Step 1: Determine primary mineral and sealable mineral by-products
Step 2: Determine risk class of mine
Step 3: Determine the area sensitivity
Step 4: For class A and B mines and preferred route Class C mines
Step 4.1: Determine level of information
Step 4.2: Determine the closure components
Step 4.3: Determine the unit rates for closure components
Step 4.4: Determine and apply the weighting factors
Step 4.5: Identify area of disturbance
Step 4.6: Identify closure costs from specialist studies
Step 4.7: Calculate closure costs
Step 5: Operational route for Class C mines
Step 5.1: Determine minimum rate per hectare for closure
Step 5.2: Determine overall area of mining operation
Step 5.3: Calculate closure costs
Step 6: Commission independent review (if required)

6.2 QUANTUM FOR FINANCIAL PROVISION FOR STROWAN MINE
6.2.1 Step 1: Determine primary mineral and saleable mineral by-products
Kaolin is the only mineral which is mined. There are no saleable by-products

6.2.2 Step 2: Determine risk class of mine
As per table B.13 on page 25 of the Guideline document, Kaolin has a primary risk rating class of ‘B’
(medium risk).

6.2.3 Step 3: Determine the area sensitivity
The sensitivity of the area is considered to be ‘low’. This was determined by assessing and ranking the
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sensitivity of the area by individually assessing the biophysical situation, then the social situation and
then the economic situation.
Sensitivity

LOW

Biophysical

Social

Economic

Largely disturbed from natural state
Limited natural fauna and flora
remains
Alien plant species evident
Water resources disturbed

The local communities
are not within sighting
distance of the mining
operation.
Lightly inhabited area
(rural)

The area is insensitive to
development
The area is not a major
source of income to the
local communities

6.2.4 Step 4.1: Determine level of information
There is extensive information available for the Strowan Mine.

6.2.5 Step 4.2: Determine the closure components
This is based on the type of mining as well as specific conditions. The Strowan Mine is an open-cast
activity and therefore the following components in Table 6.1 are applicable (highlighted in green). Each
component is further discussed below the areas requiring rehabilitation is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Table 6.1: Closure components
Compon
ent No.
1

2(A)
2(B)
3
4(A)
4(B)
5
6
7
8(A)
8(B)

Main Description

Applicability for Strowan Mine

Dismantling of processing plant and related
structures (including overland conveyors and
power lines)
Demolition of steel buildings and structures
Demolition of reinforced concrete buildings
and structures
Rehabilitation of access roads
Demolition and rehabilitation of electrified railway
lines
Demolition and rehabilitation of non-electrified
railway lines
Demolition of housing and facilities
Opencast rehabilitation including final voids
and ramps
Sealing of shafts, adits and inclines
Rehabilitation of overburden and spoils
Rehabilitation of processing waste deposits and
evaporation ponds (basic, salt-producing waste)

NO. All structures onsite will be
removed as part of 2B below.
NO. All structures onsite will be
removed as part of 2B below.
Yes, the office block will be removed.
NO. Roads will be retained as part of
the infrastructure of the farm.
Not applicable. There are none at site
Not applicable. There are none at site
Not Applicable
YES.
Not applicable. There are none at site.
YES.
Not applicable. There are none at site
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Compon
ent No.
8(C)

Main Description

Applicability for Strowan Mine

11
12

Rehabilitation of processing waste deposits and
evaporation ponds (acidic, metal rich waste)
Rehabilitation of subsided areas
General surface rehabilitation, including
grassing of all denuded areas
River diversions
Fencing

13

Water management

14

2 to 3 years of maintenance and aftercare

9
10

Not applicable. There are none at site
Not applicable. There are none at site
YES.
Not required.
No. There is already fencing around the
site.
No. The pit will not become a dam. It will
be sloped to allow flow of water.
YES.

Component 2B: Demolition of reinforced concrete buildings and structures
Applicability to Strowan Mine site: An administration building and concrete stands occur on the property
which the rehabilitation plan advises to remove. The infrastructure which requires removal is 317m 2 in
size.
The common method of valuation to determine the Master Rate for steel and reinforced concrete
buildings and structures and for housing facilities and services is that:
• All structures should be demolished to 1m below ground level,
• The rubble is to be buried adjacent to the sites, provided this adheres to the National
Component 6: Opencast rehabilitation
Applicability to Strowan Mine site: Opencast rehabilitation of the remaining quarry pit as well as the
perimeter walls is required (indicated in orange in Figure 6.1). This is calculated to be 0,38 ha in size. The
perimeter walls and benched area of the mine (indicated in yellow in Figure 6.1) will require benching,
sloping and grassing, totalling 3,25 ha for this component.
Some form of beneficial land use is desirable after mining. Hence, in-filling of opencast pits is advocated
in order to facilitate post-mining beneficial land use. Concurrent in-filling and subsequent spoils
rehabilitation is routinely conducted at the Strowan Mine site. Owing to removal of the mined product offsite, notably less material remains on site for pit in-filling than was originally removed from the opencast
pit. Hence final voids with respect to most opencast pits would be unavoidable. The unit cost determination
for the Master Rate is based on making the opencast pit safe for humans and domestic animals. As per
the guideline document, it is suggested that the perimeter walls of the pit is sloped at 1:3 (18°) to the pit
floor or to the stable groundwater level that could establish within a reasonable period within the opencast
pit. For calculation purposes, the Master Rate does not apply for an opencast pit that has already been
in-filled, but only for the remaining final voids. The Master Rate includes sloping the opencast perimeter
walls, to 1:3 and shaping and grassing the sloped area. Although not specifically stated, benches at
regular intervals are also required. This should ensure that the modified outer slopes between benches
do not exceed 35 to 40 m in order to curb storm water flow velocities on the outer slopes. A 1:1 cut to fill
ratio was assumed.
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Component 8.A: Overburden and spoils
According to the guideline document, overburden and spoils normally have a low pollution potential and
hence only need to be shaped to create a stable landform.
Applicability to Strowan Mine site: Overburden and stockpiles consist of low pollution potential material
such as rock, soil and low grade kaolin. Any clay overburden or stockpiles will be used for infilling the clay
pit. If there is any remaining overburden or spoil material this will be reshaped and grassed. The current
overburden and spoil area is about 1.13 ha in size.
Component 10: General surface rehabilitation
Applicability to Strowan Mine site:
➢ Shaping and landscaping of the remainder of the site (9,97 ha) as well as making these areas
suitable for revegetation is required.
Final surface rehabilitation of areas disturbed by mining and related activities should be aligned to the
selected final land use. Irrespective of the final land use, general surface rehabilitation normally should
ensure the following:
o
Surface topography that emulates the surrounding areas and aligned to the general landscape
character. Steep slopes in excess of 6 % should also be avoided if possible.
o
Landscaping that would facilitate surface runoff and result in free draining areas. If possible, the
drainage lines should be reinstated.
o
An area without unnecessary remnants of structures and surface infrastructure to give the
rehabilitated area a “neat” appearance. Special attention must be given to shape and/or removal
of heaps of excess material being the legacy of prolonged mining and related activity.
o
An area suitable for revegetation.
The unit cost for general rehabilitation allows for shaping and landscaping of disturbed areas. The Master
Rate allows for the shaping of material to a depth/thickness of about 500 mm. According to the guideline
document an extra over allowance in the unit cost of 50% has been made to cover the removal and/or
destruction of surface infrastructure remnants and/or other undesirable objects. The removal of these
structures has already been costed for therefore this 50% allowance has been removed.
Component 14: Two to three years maintenance and aftercare
Maintenance and aftercare is planned for 2 to 3 years after mine production ceases, and covers:
• Annually fertilising of rehabilitated areas,
• Monitoring of surface and subsurface water quality surface,
• Control of wattle and all other alien plants, and
• General maintenance, including rehabilitation of cracks and subsidence.
Applicability to Strowan Mine site: The above mentioned maintenance is required for the mine area
(13.23ha with an additional 1,3ha to maintain the edge) = 14, 5ha.
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F i g u r e 6. 1: P r o p o s e d r e h a b ilit ati o n st r a t e g y
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6.2.6 Step 4.3: Determine the unit rates for closure components
The unit (Master) rates for each closure component was taken from the DME guideline (and inflated by
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) to account for escalation since January 2005 – see table below) and a
multiplication factor applied depending on the risk ranking and the environmental sensitivity.
Table 6.2: Year-on-year CPI inflation rates (source:

http://www.statssa.gov.za/publications/P0141/CPIHistory.pdf?)
Year 20

06

07

08

09

10

Average CPI %

4.7

7.1

11.5

7.1

4.3

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

5

5.6

5.7

6.1

4.6

6.4

5.3

4.7

4,1

3

6.2.7 Step 4.4: Determine and apply the weighting factors
The nature of the terrain is undulating as there is a mix of sloped and undulating areas within the mine area. This
results in a weighting factor of 1.10.
The proximity of the quarry to the urban area and where goods and services are to be supplied is considered as
urban. This results in a weighting factor of 1.0

6.2.8 Step 4.5: Identify area of disturbance
The disturbed areas are limited to the clay quarry as well as the overburden stockpiles.

6.2.9 Step 4.6: Identify closure costs from specialist studies
This is not applicable, as an independent third party (Frontier Environmental Consulting) has calculated
these costs. Refer to section 5 of the EMPR (2014) regarding environmental and social risks/impacts of
the various stages of the mine.

6.2.10 Step 4.7: Calculate closure costs
The closure costs tabulated below refer to the Strowan mine based on the existing mined out areas and
associated infrastructure as follows:
• Removal of structures = 317m2
• Opencast rehabilitation of kaolin quarry = 3,25 ha
• General rehabilitation of mine area = 9,97ha
• Rehabilitation of overburden and spoil area = 1.13ha
• 2-3 years of maintenance and aftercare 14,5ha
As per step 4.7 on page 20 of the Guideline document for the evaluation of the quantum of closure. Two
totals are calculated;
1. Sub-total 1: this calculation assumes that the mine does the closure and rehabilitation work
themselves.
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2. Sub-total 2: this calculation assumes that the work will be done by a third party. If the third party
is VAT registered then the Grand Total provides the cost for a third party to undertake the
rehabilitation (Sub-total 2) inclusive of VAT.
Therefore should Strowan mine undertake the rehabilitation themselves with the current state of the mine
(within the next financial year), the closure cost is R 1 040 849.11 (Table 6.3 Sub total 1). Should a third
party undertake the rehabilitation of the site, the closure cost is R 1 388 492,71 (Table 6.3 Sub total 2).
Based on these calculations, the bank guarantee of R1 911 426.00 (Appendix C) is deemed sufficient.

6.2.11 Financial Provision for following 10 years
As described in Section 3.1.3 of this report, Regulation 7 of the financial provision regulations says the
applicant or holder of a right must ensure that the financial provision is valid for a period of at least 10
years forthwith. It is worth noting that this period is reduced to 3 years in the Proposed Financial Provision
Regulations 2019 but these have not been promulgated yet.
The projected closure costs for the next ten years are indicated in Table 6.4 below (using a 5% CPI
increase). This is subject to mining continuing in such a manner that the footprint of the mine is not
increased as well as the rehabilitation strategy not requiring any revision. The current financial guarantee
is deemed to be sufficient for the next 10 years provided Matsopa Minerals undertake the rehabilitation
themselves. Should rehabilitation be required to be undertaken by a third party the bank guarantee would
need to be increased to R2 154 007,93.
Given the mining method as well as acceptable implementation of mitigation measures, no remediation
of latent or residual environmental impacts are expected to be required in the future.
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T a b l e 6. 3: Cl o s u r e c o s ts f o r c u r r e n t y e a r

No.
2(B)

Description

Unit

Quantity

2005 master
rate

2020 master
rate

Multiplication
factor

Weighting
factor 1

Amount rands

Demolition of reinforced concrete buildings and structures

m2

317

R 140,00

R 319,98

1

1,1

R 111 575,39

Opencast rehabilitation including final voids and ramps

ha

3,25

R 96 700,00

R 221 222,80

0,04

1,1

R 31 634,86

Rehabilitation of overburden and spoils

ha

1,13

R 66 400,00

R 151 904,80

1

1,1

R 188 817,67

10

General surface rehabilitation

ha

9,97

R 26 300,00

R 60 167,11

1

1,1

R 659 852,72

14

2 to 3 years of maintenance and aftercare

ha

14,5

R 1 342,00

R 3 070,12

1

1,1

R 48 968,48

Sub total

R 1 040 849,11

Sub Total 1 multiply sub total by weighting factor 2 (1)

R 1 040 849,11

6
8(A)
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preliminary and general

R 62 450,95

contingencies (10% of sub total)

R 104 084,91

sub total 1 + management and contingency

R 1 207 384,97

VAT (15%)

R 181 107,75

Sub Total 2

R 1 388 492,71
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T a b l e 6. 4: Cl o s u r e c o s ts f o r t h e n e x t 1 0 y e a r s

Year 1
2021

Year 2
2022

Year 3
2023

Year 4
2024

Year 5
2025

Sub total

R1 040 849,11

R1 092 891,57

R1 147 536,14

R1 204 912,95

R1 265 158,60

Sub Total 1 (Applicant undertakes rehab)

R1 040 849,11

R1 092 891,57

R1 147 536,14

R1 204 912,95

R1 265 158,60

Preliminary and general

R62 450,95

R65 573,49

R68 852,17

R72 294,78

R75 909,52

Contingencies (10% of sub total)

R104 084,91

R109 289,16

R114 753,61

R120 491,30

R126 515,86

Sub total 1 + management and contingency

R1 207 384,97

R1 267 754,22

R1 331 141,93

R1 397 699,02

R1 467 583,98

VAT (15%)

R181 107,75

R190 163,13

R199 671,29

R209 654,85

R220 137,60

Sub Total 2 (3rd party undertakes rehab)

R1 388 492,71

R1 457 917,35

R1 530 813,22

R1 607 353,88

R1 687 721,57

Year 6
2026

Year 7
2027

Year 8
2028

Year 9
2029

Year 10
2030

Sub total

R1 328 416,53

R1 394 837,36

R1 464 579,22

R1 537 808,19

R1 614 698,59

Sub Total 1 (Applicant undertakes rehab)

R1 328 416,53

R1 394 837,36

R1 464 579,22

R1 537 808,19

R1 614 698,59

Preliminary and general

R79 704,99

R83 690,24

R87 874,75

R92 268,49

R96 881,92

Contingencies (10% of sub total)

R132 841,65

R139 483,74

R146 457,92

R153 780,82

R161 469,86

Sub total 1 + management and contingency

R1 540 963,17

R1 618 011,33

R1 698 911,90

R1 783 857,50

R1 873 050,37

VAT (15%)

R231 144,48

R242 701,70

R254 836,79

R267 578,62

R280 957,56

Sub Total 2 (3rd party undertakes rehab)

R1 772 107,65

R1 860 713,03

R1 953 748,69

R2 051 436,12

R2 154 007,93
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APPENDIX A – Audit table
T a b l e 1: E M P r A u d it T a b l e

ACTIVITY

2020
STATUS1

COMMENTS

EVIDENCE

C

Yes

This audit report

Submission of any substantial changes, updates or
amendments to the EMPr to DMRE for approval?

N/A

No substantial changes or updates to the EMPr undertaken

N/A

Ensuring that a copy of the EA, approved EMPr and relevant
permits and agreements are available at the mine at all times?

C

Yes

Observed on site

Complying with all applicable environmental laws, regulations,
standards and guidelines?

C

Yes

Observed on site

Being committed to the principles contained within NEMA,
including sustainable development and the prevention of
pollution and environmental degradation?

C

Yes. Performance assessments conducted annually, and the
rehabilitation plan was updated in 2019.

This audit

General
Implementation of the approved EMPr?

Air Quality
C

Yes, Personal exposure to airborne pollutants.

Observed on site.

Does dust from the operational site disturb economic or social
activities in the vicinity of the operational site?

N/A

Dustfall measurements indicate dustfall levels well below
limits. Highest measurement was 400g/m2/day near main
road. No complaints recorded in complaints register

October 2019 to July
2020

Is there a limit to vehicle-entrained dust from unpaved roads
through traffic control measures such as limiting vehicle speeds

C

Vehicles limited to 20km/hr at entrance. Speed limited to
40km/hr for remainder of mine

Observed on site

Does the mine have a Code of Practice relating to air quality?

1

C = Compliant. NC = Non-Compliant. PC = Partially Compliant.. N/A = Not Applicable NLA = No Longer Applicable
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ACTIVITY

2020
STATUS1

COMMENTS

EVIDENCE

and restricting traffic volumes?
Are there appropriate dust suppression measures including
spraying or dousing with water and commercial dust palliatives.

N/A

Not applicable as dust measurements indicate it’s not
required.

Air quality monitoring
results

Is there proper maintenance of all construction equipment in
order to limit air pollution?

C

Daily vehicle checklist conducted. If equipment requires
servicing, it is sent on a loadbed.

B1

Are vehicles covered when transporting kaolin product, spoil,
topsoil or other dust generating materials on public roads?

C

Yes. Trucks are covered with tarpuline after being loaded.

Verbal confirmation

Is air quality monitoring implemented at the mine?

C

Is industrial waste taken to a registered waste disposal site?
(Service provider disposes of service waste)

C

Yes. Conducted by Leon Horn, occupational hygiene
specialists
Waste

Reports observed
onsite (B11)

Hazardous waste is collected by a service provider from Port
Elizabeth when they collect a load from Grahamstown

Verbal confirmation

C

Yes.The various bins are taken to the Makana landfill site and
disposed of there.

Verbal confirmation
and the bins were
relatively empty at the
time of the site visit
(B2-B4)

Is waste properly segregated into different types?

C

Yes. Segregated into different bins

B2-B4

Are flammable substances kept away from sources of ignition
and from oxidizing agents?

C

Yes. Flammable substances are locked away

B5

Are there an adequate number of litter bins situated on the mine
site?

C

Yes. Sufficient for number of people (6) working here.

Observed on site

Are litter bins emptied at least weekly, or as required when they
are full.

C

Litter bins are emptied as required.

Observed on site

Use is made of Makana landfill site.

Verbal confirmation

Is domestic waste taken to a registered waste disposal site?

C
Is domestic waste removed to the nearest registered solid
Strowan Audit & Financial Provision
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ACTIVITY

2020
STATUS1

COMMENTS

EVIDENCE

No.

Verbal confirmation, no
evidence of waste
being burned or
dumped on site.

waste disposal facility?
Has waste been dumped, burned or buried anywhere on the site
other than disposed of into the designated waste bins?

N/A

Is putrescible waste handled, stored and disposed of before the
probability of it generating odours?

C

Yes, disposed of in green bin designated for organic waste

B4

Are sewage tanks emptied on a regular basis?

C

Septic tank pumped out when required.

Verbal confirmation

Hazardous Substance
Are all personnel that use or handle hazardous material trained?
C
Are all hazardous (reactive, flammable, corrosive and toxic)
materials stored in clearly identified, fit-for-purpose containers
or vessels?

C

Are all reactive, flammable, and explosive materials managed
to avoid uncontrolled reactions or conditions resulting in fire or
explosion?

C

Are petrochemicals, oils and identified hazardous substances
must only be stored under controlled conditions?

C

Are all hazardous substances stored in secure, safe and
weatherproof facilities, underlain by a bunded concrete slab to
protect against soil and water pollution?

C

Are empty containers in which hazardous substances were kept
treated as hazardous waste?

C

Strowan Audit & Financial Provision
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Certificate of handling and storage of dangerous goods
overserved onsite. Valid for a period of two years which
expired 15/06/2022.

B6

Yes. Stored in locked, bunded area area

B7

Yes. Stored in hazardous waste container

B8
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ACTIVITY

2020
STATUS1

COMMENTS

EVIDENCE

Are combustible materials (e.g. wood, rags, paper, carton
boxes) kept in the presence of flammable liquids?

C

No.

Observed on site

Are ‘No Open Flames’ and ‘No Smoking’ symbolic signs
displayed in the vicinity of the flammable liquid storage areas?

C

Yes, non smoking and designated smoking areas are
demarcated accordingly

B9 and B10

Are there bund walls surrounding storage tanks containing
flammable liquids in case of spillage?

C

Yes

B7

Have vehicle drivers been trained to be aware of the loads they
are carrying, spill prevention in respect of the loads, and the
possible spillages of materials that could arise in the event of a
vehicle accident or collision with infrastructure?

C

Yes. Drivers have training on how to operate various vehicles.
Safe work procedures are in place.

Observed on site B12

Are employees trained for refuelling must include spillage
prevention, containment and clean-up?

C

Are operators trained in the safe transfer and filling of hazardous
materials, and in spill prevention and response?

C

Yes. Certificate of handling and storage of dangerous goods

B6

C

Yes, Daily vehicle checklist implemented.

B1

Has a written Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) been
prepared for filling storage tanks or other containers or
equipment as well as for transfer operations by personnel.

C

Yes. Drivers have training on how to operate various vehicles.
Safe work procedures are in place.

B12

Is the bund volume of the above ground chemical and fuel
storage tanks of a sufficient capacity to contain spills?

C

Yes. Sufficient capacity to contain spills confirmed.

B7

Have inspection programs been implemented to maintain the
mechanical integrity and operability of containment
infrastructure, emergency shutdown systems and associated
process equipment?

PC
Yes, inspection occurs regularly. The hose from the diesel
Are all fuelling equipment inspected regularly and all leaks
Strowan Audit & Financial Provision
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ACTIVITY

2020
STATUS1

repaired immediately?
Are there spill response procedures and suitable spill response
equipment available?

Have there been any hazardous spills on site?

PC

PC

COMMENTS
tank leaks when not in use and the valve on the tank is not
closed. A new hose is in the process of being ordered.
There is only an emergency spill response procedure. There is
a spill kit container but there are no spill kits available. Spills
appear to be cleaned up in a satisfactory manner but there is
no dedicated equipment nor procedure for minor spills
Yes. Oil spill occurred onsite, about 2kg of contaminated soil
was placed in zip locked bags. It is believed to have occurred
a month ago. No record of incident

EVIDENCE

B14

B13

Is all material stored within the Mine camp?

C

Yes.

Observed on site

Are appropriate processes in place for the containment and
clean-up of spills of a hazardous nature?

PC

Same comment as above

Same comment as
above

Noise
Are silencers on machinery and vehicles being maintained?

C

Yes. If silencers need replacing, Leon Horn, occupational
hygienist gets called in, the part gets ordered and replaced.

Verbal confirmation
with Mr Horn

Are silencers installed on noisy machinery?

C

Yes.

Observed on site

Is there any amplification equipment on site?

C

Not in use on site

Observed on site

Is construction taking place outside of work hours?

C

No construction occurs outside work hours.

B15

Has a Code of Practice been submitted relating to noise?

C

Yes

photo

Is regular maintenance performed on all vehicles and
equipment?
Sufficient notice must be provided to the surrounding residents
and landowners should there be a need for blasting to occur.

C

Yes, as required

Verbal confirmation

The blasting company undertakes all required practices.
Blasting last occurred

Verbal confirmation,
and no complaints
recorded in complaints
register

C
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ACTIVITY

2020
STATUS1

COMMENTS

EVIDENCE

Yes, silt is accumulating in silt traps

Overserved on site

Water
Any silt which is caught up in stormwater run-off is collected
either in the sump in the quarry floor or in silt traps across the
drain?

C

Are storm water channels and berms required at the
construction sites, and if so have they been constructed?

NLA

No Longer Applicable

Is the silt collected in the silt traps periodically removed by the
excavator?

PC

Silt traps were last cleared in December 2019. One silt trap
still needs to be cleaned out.

Does water from the mine lead into any water courses?

N/A

No

Overserved and
verbally confirmed on
site
Overserved on site

Vehicle and Traffic
No

Overserved on site

No

Overserved on site

C

No

Overserved on site

C

Yes, there is only one neighbour utilising the main access
road. No complaints .recorded in complaints register.

Overserved on site

No

Overserved on site

Have any heavy vehicles driven over the stockpiled topsoil?

C

Has damage to roads and tracks caused by vehicles been
repaired?

C

Are there unwanted tracks?
Has consideration been given to other road users in terms of
minimising disruption?
Have any other roads and tracks, other than the designated
ones, been used?

C

Have roads and tracks for use as access roads been
designated?

C

Yes

Overserved on site

Are speed limits enforced?

C

Yes, drivers are well aware of the speed limits, air quality
monitoring indicated dust levels are within range.

Overserved on site
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ACTIVITY

2020
STATUS1

COMMENTS

EVIDENCE

Have there been repairs to rutting and potholing and maintain
stormwater control mechanisms?

C

No potholes observed onsite

Overserved on site

Clean and make good any damage to private roads caused by
the mine.

N/A

Not Applicable

Overserved on site

Ecosystem
Has a Rehabilitation Plan been developed?

C

Yes, rehabilitation plan updated in August 2019

Overserved on site

Has vegetation been cleared outside of the operational area?

C

No vegetation has been cleared out of the operational
footprint

Overserved on site

Have there been any open fires within the mine area?

C

No indication of open fires

Overserved on site

Has the mine site been kept clean and free of waste
materials?

C

Yes, The mine site is in a neat and tidy condition

Overserved on site

Has any rehabilitation taken place in areas where mining has
ceased?

C

Yes, The mine pit has largely been backfilled

Overserved on site

Have all alien plants been removed from the construction
area?

C

No alien vegetation present within mine site, minimal alien
vegetation on edge of mine

Overserved on site

Is topsoil that is stripped for operational purposes limited and
only stripped when work is about to take place?

C

Topsoil is only stripped prior to blasting

Verbal confirmation

Is rehabilitation undertaken progressively?

C

Yes, Where practical

Overserved on site

Fire Risk
Fire extinguisher serviced February 2020 next service date is
in 2021

Are fire extinguishers serviced and accessible?

C

Have any fires been lit outside designated areas?

C

No evidence to suggest fires lit outside designated areas

Overserved on site

Has a Fire Officer been appointed?

C

Yes. All employees trained in fire fighting, Two employess
appointed as Fire Officers

Verbal confirmation
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ACTIVITY

2020
STATUS1

COMMENTS

EVIDENCE

Are No Smoking signs in high risk areas clearly visible?

C

Yes

B9 and B10

Is there evidence of fires on site?

C

No evidence of fires on site.

Overserved on site

Heritage
Has there been damage to trees outside of the mining
operations?

C

No damage to trees outside mining operations

Overserved on site

Have there been any archaeological finds on site?

C

No archaeological finds

Verbal confirmation

Safety and Security
Have all Codes of Practice been adhered to?

C

Yes

Overserved on site

Have all Procedures been adhered to?

C

Yes

Overserved on site

Have all Records been correctly followed?

C

Yes

Overserved on site

Are all fences surrounding the mine properly maintained?

C

Yes

Overserved on site

Do all workers wear the appropriate safety clothing and
reflective gear?

C

Yes

Overserved on site

Are the drivers of construction vehicles licensed and
experienced?

C

Yes

Training evidence
oberserved on site

Has Personal Protective Equipment been provided where
appropriate?

C

Yes

Overserved on site

N/A

Not in use at the moment

Verbal confirmation

Have herbicides been used on site?
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APPENDIX B - Photos
Appendix B – Photographic Evidence

B1 – Daily vehicle checklist

B2- Waste Segregation

B3- Recyclable waste contained in separate bin

B4- Organic waste contained in separate bin

B5- hazardous material and flammable material
stored securely

B6 – Handling and storage of dangerous goods
certificate of training
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B7 – Locked, bunded area

B8 – Hazardous waste bin is full

B9 – No smoking sign

B10 – Designated smoking area

B11 – Air quality and noise monitoring report

B12 – Safe working procedure relating to
receiving bulk fuel
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B13- Contaminated soil in ziplock bags

B14 – Spill kit bin which is currently storing
cement

B15 – Signage indicating work hours

B16 – No drip trays present under HME
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APPENDIX C – Financial guarantee
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